[Movement correction of digital sequence angiographies of the retina].
Retinal hemodynamics can be quantified from videoangiographic image sequences by digital image processing. Intensity changes of dye dilution curves provide dynamics parameters of the local retinal blood flow. The measuring points of dye dilution curves have to be fixed on identical image contents in each image of a complete image sequence. To obtain measurements for every pixel on the retinal surface a motion-compensated image sequence is required. A new method adapted to the compensation of eye motion and movement artifacts in Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscopy in long image sequences (300-500 images) is presented in this paper. To inhibit error propagation of time sequential motion estimation, the eye movement is divided into two dynamic movements components. The method presented permits compensation for eye motion in retinal fluorescein angiographic sequences. Owing to the short calculation times, this algorithm can be used in clinical routine.